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We proposed a simple lattice model to describe a solid–liquid interface of silicon based on
experimental facts and molecular dynamics simulation results, and evaluated the relationship
between the interface structure and the interfacial tension by comparing the model with
experimental values. As a result, the entropy was found to give a major contribution to the
interfacial tension, and it was revealed that the difference of entropy due to lattice disorder of bulk
liquid and interface structure is the dominant factor of the entropy contribution. Moreover, the
solid–liquid bond energy, which is crucial to estimate the contribution of the enthalpy, was
successfully derived. The present model can be also applied to be the semiconductor material which
has a diamond structure or a zinc blende structure. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379349#I. INTRODUCTION
Solidification and crystal growth from silicon melt are
currently used to produce various commercially available
silicon materials, e.g., wafers, thin film materials for solar
cells and transistor and so on. In the crystal growth of those
materials, the solid–liquid interfacial tension is known to
play a central role. The interfacial tension of silicon has been
obtained by the nucleation or solidification experiments un-
der undercooling conditions.1–3 In general, it is believed that
interfacial tension closely relates to the atomic structure par-
ticular to the interface. However, a satisfactory explanation
of the origin of interfacial tension in silicon has not been
made from the viewpoint of atomic structure.
The solid–liquid interfacial tension consists of an en-
thalpy term due to the solid–liquid bond energy and an en-
tropy term due to a specific structure of the interface.4–10 The
entropy term is explained by Spaepen’s analysis on the basis
of a physical model on fcc, bcc and hcp structure metallic
elements5,6 by counting the number of configurations of liq-
uid atoms in the interface structure on the underlying crystal
plane. However, his model, based on a close-packed hard
sphere model, is not appropriate for such a covalent bond
crystal as silicon of which structure is not as close packed.
On the other hand, the enthalpy contribution to the interfacial
tension per unit area is known to be defined as the difference
between the solid–liquid bonds and the average of bulk-solid
and bulk-liquid bonds8
Dh5NS ESL2 ELL1ESS2 D , ~1!
where N is the number of atoms per unit area of interface,
ESL , ELL and ESS are the bond energy of solid–liquid,
liquid–liquid and solid–solid bonds, respectively. ELL and
ESS can be estimated using the molar heats of vaporization
and sublimation. However, no explicit expression to evaluate
a!Electronic mail: ujihara@imr.tohoku.ac.jp7500021-8979/2001/90(2)/750/6/$18.00
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the enthalpy contribution Dh as can be understood by the
fact that Dh has the same sign of ESL2(ELL1ESS)/2. Al-
though an assumption ESL5ELL is sometimes exploited,8 it
is apparently not reasonable. Therefore, it must be somehow
quantitatively derived for accurate estimation of the enthalpy
contribution to the interfacial tension.
The nature of solid–liquid interfaces of silicon has been
studied using molecular dynamics ~MD! simulation.11–15
These estimations by the MD simulations are not quantita-
tive because they depend on an interaction potential, but they
give us the useful qualitative information, e.g., the atomistic
structure of interface and the magnitude of solid–liquid bond
energy.11–13
In this article, to evaluate the relationship between the
interfacial tension and atomic interface structure, we propose
a quasilattice model for the solid–liquid interface structure
of silicon based on experiments and simulation results, and
estimate the enthalpy and entropy contributions to the inter-
facial tension. Comparing the model with experiment
values,1–3 the quantity of ESL for the enthalpy is calculated
and the entropy contribution is evaluated. The importance of
this model is that the experimental results and MD simula-
tion results that are separately obtained are combined.
The present model can be applied to not only silicon, but
also materials that have a diamond structure or zinc blende
structure. Moreover, the model can be modified considering
the effect of composition to estimate the interfacial tension
for binary systems such as SiGe and multicomponent com-
pound semiconductor materials.
II. MODELING OF THE SOLID–LIQUID INTERFACE
A. Simple model of the interface
The bulk-solid silicon has the open diamond structure
with four covalent bonds per atom. The structure of the bulk
liquid that has been evaluated by some diffraction
experiments16 has a short-range order related to the bulk© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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than in metallic liquids which is typically 10–12.16 In par-
ticular, although silicon shrinks when it melts, the nearest
neighbor distance of liquid silicon is larger than that of solid
silicon. The solid–liquid interface structure is placed be-
tween bulk solid and bulk liquid. It is often the ~111! faceted
plane shown by the MD simulations11,13 and experiments.11
Figure 1 schematically shows the atomic structure of ~111!
faceted solid–liquid interface constructed on the basis of the
MD simulation results.11,13 The structure across the interface
can be divided into three parts: the ordered lattice structure
as shown by black circles, the disordered structure as shown
by open circles, and the intermediate structure as shown by
gray circles. The first two structures are the bulk solid and
the bulk liquid, respectively. In this model, the last one is
regarded as the interface structure. The interface structure
consists of two atomic layers between solid-interface and
liquid-interface boundaries that are placed at ~111!A planes.
Atoms of interface are almost positioned along the lattice of
bulk solid.
Our model expresses bulk solid, bulk liquid and inter-
face on a body-centered-cubic ~bcc! lattice based on these
experimental11,16–18 and simulation results.11,13 Primitive 2
3232 bcc cells are regarded as a superlattice which con-
sists of two diamond structure sublattices19 as shown in Fig.
2. The number of sites in the unit cell is 16. Figure 3~a!
shows a bulk-solid state on the present model, where atoms
and vacancies fully occupy each sublattice with the lattice
constant of unit cell aS . In contrast, Fig. 3~b! shows the
bulk-liquid state, where atoms and vacancies randomly oc-
cupy the sites of both sublattices. Since the coordination
number of nearest neighbor atoms in liquid is six and the
number of nearest neighbor sites in the bcc cell is eight, the
atoms and vacancies occupy 12 and 4 sites in the 16 lattice
sites of the unit cell, respectively. The lattice constant for
bulk liquid on the model is defined as
aL5S 12rL MNAD
1/3
,
FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the structure across the solid–liquid interface
based on the MD simulation results ~See Refs. 11 and 13!, viewed along the
@1¯10# direction. This structure can be divided into three portions by two
~111! A planes: ~1! the ordered lattice of bulk solid as shown by close
circles, ~2! the disordered atomic configuration of bulk liquid as shown by
open circles, ~3! the intermediate structure that consists of two atomic layers
as shown by gray circles. The last one is regarded as interface structure. The
atoms in the interface structure are almost located along the bulk solid
lattice. If the model for interface structure has the same lattice constant as
the bulk solid, the thickness of interface structure is given by (1/))aS .Downloaded 12 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject towhere rL is the density of liquid silicon and M is the mo-
lecular weight. Using this formulation, we obtain aL of 6.02
Å. The values used in the calculation are listed in Table I.16,20
The nearest neighbor distance of the lattice model is esti-
mated to be about 2.6 Å, which is close to the value of 2.5 Å
measured by x-ray diffraction.16 Intrinsically, the bulk liquid
is not considered to have an ordered lattice. We assumed a
quasilattice model for the bulk liquid, where a gravity center
of the lattice site is allowed to move as shown in Fig. 1. The
interface structure on the present model is presented between
two ~111! A planes. The lattice constant for interface struc-
ture is assumed to be the same as the bulk solid and therefore
FIG. 2. Schematic diagrams of ~a! a simple model realized on bcc lattice.
The 23232 bcc lattice consists of two diamond structure sublattices and
~b! the cross section around ~111! A plane.
FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of three types of structures on the present modal.
~a! Bulk solid: Atoms and vacancies fully occupy sublattice 1 and sublattice
2, respectively. ~b! Bulk liquid: Atoms and vacancies randomly occupy both
sublattices. The ratio between atom and vacancy is 6:2. ~c! Interface: Inter-
face consists of two lattice layers of the model between bulk-solid and
bulk-liquid structures. Atoms preferentially occupy the sublattice, where at-
oms in underlying solid plane exist, and the rest randomly occupy the other
sublattice ~indicated by the dotted circle and the arrow!. AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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interface is assumed to be similar to that of a liquid-like atom
and the density is the same as bulk liquid.5 Atomic configu-
rations of the liquid-like atoms at the interface would be
strongly correlated with the adjacent bulk-solid plane. Hence
the atoms at the interface were assumed to preferentially oc-
cupy the same sublattice sites as the atoms in the underlying
crystal plane as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 3~c! shows the
atomic interface structure in the present model. The interface
atoms were assumed to completely occupy one sublattice,
and the rest of the atoms were treated to randomly occupy
the other sublattice sites as shown in Fig. 3~c!. A quasilattice
model is applied to the interface structure as well as bulk
liquid.
B. Interfacial tension
In the present model, the enthalpy contribution origi-
nates from the solid–liquid atomic bonds at the interface-
solid boundary. The atomic bond energies ELL and ESS can
be expressed as
ELL5
2HL
NAzL
, ESS5
2HS
NAzS
~2!
by taking only the nearest neighbor interaction into account.
Here, NA is Avogadro’s number, zL and zS are the coordina-
tion numbers of bulk liquid and bulk solid, respectively, and
H j is the molar enthalpy, where the subscripts j5S , L and
Int refer to the bulk solid, bulk liquid and interface, respec-
tively. If the unknown ESL is assumed to be
ESL5ESS1a~ELL2ESS!, ~3!
then Eq. ~1! becomes
Dh5
4
)aS
2 S a2 12 D ~ELL2ESS!, ~4!
where the number of solid–liquid bonds per unit area of
~111! A plane is given by 4/()aS2). The parameter a is lim-
ited by the following two facts: the flat interface suggests
Dh.0;21 and ELL.ESS . Therefore the lower limit of the
coefficient a is 1/2. Moreover, the results of MD
simulations11,13 indicate ESS,ESL,ELL , and then the upper
limit of the coefficient a is unity.
Assuming that the interface structure is the variation of
the bulk-liquid structure, the entropy contribution to the in-
TABLE I. The values used in the interfacial tension calculations of silicon.
~From Ref. 20, except where otherwise noted.!
Lattice constant a(Å) 5.43
Melting point TM(K) 1685
Enthalpy of fusion DH f(J/mol) 50 660
Enthalpy of vaporization DHv(J/mol) 384 800
Entropy of fusion DS f(J/molK) 30.07
Density of bulk solid rS(g/cm3) 2.33
Density of bulk liquida rL(g/cm3) 2.57
Coordination number
Bulk liquida zL 6
Bulk solid zS 4
aReference 16.Downloaded 12 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject toterfacial tension is expressed by the difference of the entropy
between interfacial structure and bulk-liquid structure as fol-
lows:
Ds52N~S Int2SL!5
8
)aS
2
rL
rS
~S Int2SL!, ~5!
where S j is the entropy per atom. In the present model, it is
assumed that SL consists of three components
SL5SL
vib1SL
conf1SL
lattice
, ~6!
where SL
vib is the vibrational part and caused by the increased
local volume due to the motion around the center of gravity,
SL
conf originates from the configurations of the random assem-
bly of liquid atoms, and SL
lattice is due to disorder of gravity
center of lattice position. The vibrational part SL
vib is 0.218kB
per atom, presented in the Appendix. The quantity SL
conf can
be calculated by counting the number of atomic configura-
tions as follows. Consider the bulk-liquid structure on the
model with Nsite primitive bcc lattice sites. The coordination
number of nearest neighbor atoms in liquid16 is 6 and that of
nearest neighbor sites in the primitive bcc lattice is 8; this
model has (6/8)Nsite liquid atoms and (2/8)Nsite vacancies
which randomly occupy the bcc lattice sites. The number of
their configurations WL
conf is given by
WL
conf5
Nsite!
~ 68 Nsite!!~ 28 Nsite!!
. ~7!
The corresponding entropy is then, using Stirling’s approxi-
mation,
SL
conf5S 68 NsiteD
21
kB ln~WL
conf!50.75kB , ~8!
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. SL
lattice is a kind of con-
figurational entropy, however, it is difficult to calculate it
directly. In the present model, SL
lattice is expressed as
SL
lattice5SL2SL
vib2SL
conf>DS2SL
vib2SL
conf
. ~9!
Here, it can be assumed that SL;DS;DS f , where DS f is
the entropy of fusion. Then we obtain SL
lattice52.65kB .
Similar to the consideration of bulk liquid, the entropy of
the interface consists of three components
S Int5S Int
vib1S Int
conf1S Int
lattice
. ~10!
The vibrational entropy is the same at the interface as in the
bulk liquid.5 The quantity S Int
conf can be calculated by counting
the number of atomic configurations as well as SL
conf
. Con-
sider the present model with Nsite primitive bcc lattice sites.
First, Nsite/2 out of (rL /rS)3(Nsite/2) liquid atoms are
treated to fully occupy the same sublattice sites as the atoms
in the underlying crystal plane. Second, the rest (rL
2rS)/(rS)3(Nsite/2) of the atoms and (2rS2rL)/(rS)
3(Nsite/2) vacancies are randomly placed at the other sub-
lattice sites. The number of possibilities of building up the
interfacial configuration is then given by AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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conf5
S rLrS Nsite2 D !
S Nsite2 D !S rL2rSrS Nsite2 D !
3
S Nsite2 D !
S rL2rSrS Nsite2 D !S 2rS2rLrS Nsite2 D !
. ~11!
The corresponding entropy S Int
conf is given by
S Int
conf5S rLrS Nsite2 D
21
kB ln~W Int
conf!
.2kB
2rS
rL
F rL2rS lnS rSrLD1 rL2rSrS lnS rL2rSrS D
1
2rS2rL
2rS
lnS 2rS2rL2rS D G . ~12!
Using the values listed in Table I, S Int
conf50.61kB is obtained.
According to the MD simulation results,11,13 the disorder of
the gravity center of lattice is not so significant compared
with the bulk liquid. We can reasonably define as
S Int
lattice5bSL
lattice
, ~13!
where b is the coefficient from zero to unity. By combining
Eqs. ~5!, ~6!, ~10! and ~13!, the entropy contribution to the
interfacial tension per unit area is expressed as
Ds5
8
)aS
2
rL
rS
@~S Int
vib2SL
vib!1~S Int
conf2SL
conf!
1~S Int
lattice2SL
lattice!#
5
8
)aS
2
rL
rS
@~S Int
conf2SL
conf!1~b21 !SL
lattice# . ~14!
By combining Eq. ~4! and Eq. ~14!, the interfacial tension of
the present model per unit area is given as
s5Dh2TDs
5
4)
aS
2 S a2 12 D ~ELL2ESS!2T 8)aS2 rLrS @~S Intconf2SLconf!
1~b21 !SL
lattice# . ~15!
It is empirically known that the solid–liquid interfacial ten-
sion increases with increasing temperature.22 That is
Ds5T
8)
aS
2
rL
rS
@S Int
conf2SL
conf1~b21 !SL
lattice#,0. ~16!
In the present case, Eq. ~16! holds for all ranges of 0,b
,1.Downloaded 12 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject toIII. COMPARISON OF THE MODEL WITH THE
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION OF THE
INTERFACE STRUCTURE
The description of the interfacial tension based on the
present model shown in Eq. ~15! has two fitting parameters a
and b which correspond to ESL and S Int
lattice
, respectively, and
clarify the detail of interface structure and the main contri-
bution of interfacial tension. The ranges of the parameters
can be limited in some degree even by the comparison of Eq.
~15! and three experimental data published in Refs. 1
(0.34 J/m2 at 1180 K!, 2 ~0.355 J/m2 at 1335 K! and 3
(0.400 J/m2 at 1355 K!. They are plotted in Fig. 4. As is
obvious from Eq. ~15!, the interfacial tension linearly
changes with increasing temperature if Dh and Ds do not
depend on the temperature, and this assumption is empiri-
cally appropriate within the temperature range near melting
point in some metallic elements.22 The intercept and the gra-
dient correspond at the enthalpy term Dh and the entropy
term Ds , respectively. A minimum gradient is given at b
51. On the other hand, when b50, the intercept of the
straight line which passes each experimental value becomes
negative and does not satisfy the condition of a.1/2. There-
fore, the maximum gradient is given at a51/2. In the three
fitting results, the range of b is limited most tightly by the
line which passes the experimental value of Ref. 3 as shown
with the broken line ~a! in Fig. 4, where b50.632. A mini-
mum intercept is given at Dh50, in a word, at a51/2 as
previously mentioned. On the other hand, when a51, the
enthalpy term Dh50.582 (J/m2) and the gradient of every
straight line passing each experimental value becomes nega-
tive, and this does not satisfy Eq. ~16!. The maximum inter-
cept is given at b51. The range of a is limited most tightly
by the experimental value of Ref. 1. In this case, the tem-
perature dependence is shown with the broken line ~b! in Fig.
4, where a50.759. The summary of the consideration is
0.5,a,0.755, 0.636,b,1.
FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of interfacial tension, corresponding en-
thalpy and entropy indicated by fits of the present model through experi-
mental value ~See Refs. 1–3!. Closed circle, square and triangle indicate
experimental data quoted from Ref. 1 ~0.34 J/m2 at 1180 K!, Ref. 2
(0.355 J/m2 at 1335 K! and Ref. 3 ~0.400 J/m2 at 1355 K!, respectively. The
dotted lines ~a! and ~b! are drawn by Eq. ~15! using the indicated param-
eters. The solid line ~c! is constructed by making a least squares fit of Eq.
~15! to all experimental values. The solid lines ~d! and ~e! indicate the
enthalpy and entropy contributions in the case of ~c!. AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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of the set of suitable a and b within this range.
Next, to limit the parameters further, the values of a and
b are obtained by making a least squares fit of Eq. ~15! to all
experimental values. The result is shown by the solid line in
Fig. 4, where
a50.537, b50.658.
The value of a suggests the typical assumption ESL5ELL8 is
not reasonable, and the value of b means the degree of lattice
disorder of interface structure is somewhere between the
bulk liquid and the bulk solid. The values of enthalpy and
entropy fitting to all the experimental values are listed in
Table II, and their contributions are shown in Fig. 4. The
entropy was found to give a major contribution to the inter-
facial tension. This fact does agree with Spaepen’s
consideration5,6 on interfacial tension of metallic elements,
where the interfacial tension is given by only the entropy
contribution. A major portion ~about 85%! of the entropy
contribution originates in the lattice disorder of interface
structure.
It should be mentioned that the following problems exist
when this model is compared with and these experimental
values. ~1! Since these experimental values were decided
based on the homogeneous nucleation theory, the estimated
values are not for ~111! plane. ~2! On the values of Refs. 1
and 2, the heterogeneous nucleation from the substrate and
crucible was not sufficiently considered. Therefore these val-
ues are smaller than the realistic one. For the quantitative
evaluation, it is necessary to measure the temperature depen-
dence of interfacial tension by accurate estimation and to
construct the model considering the azimuth dependence of
interfacial tension.
IV. CONCLUSION
We propose a simple model to describe a solid–liquid
interface of silicon based on experimental facts and MD
simulation results, and evaluate the relationship between the
interface structure and the interfacial tension by comparing
the model with experimental values. As a result, we revealed
the followings: ~1! the entropy is a major contribution to the
interfacial tension; ~2! the dominant term of the entropy con-
tribution is the difference of entropy due to the magnitude of
the disorder between bulk liquid and interface structure; ~3!
the quantity of solid–liquid bond energy was quantitatively
derived.
The present model is very useful to apply to the evalua-
tion of interfacial tension of other semiconductor materials
TABLE II. Estimated enthalpy and entropy of solid–liquid interfacial ten-
sion comparing the present model with experiment values ~see Refs. 1–3!.
Interfacial enthalpy (a50.537) Dh (J/m2! 0.0434
Interfacial entropy (b50.658) Ds ~J/m2 K! 22.4931024
Contribution of configurational entropy 20.3331024
Contribution of lattice disorder entropy 22.1631024Downloaded 12 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject towhich have the diamond or zinc blende structures. Further-
more, if considering the concept of composition, the compo-
sition dependent interfacial tension of SiGe or multicompo-
nent compound semiconductors can be estimated.
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APPENDIX
In general, the vibrational part of the entropy can be
calculated using the following equation:5
SL
vib53gkB lnS VLmVSmD ~A1!
where VL
m and VS
m are the atomic volumes of liquid and crys-
tal, g is the Gruneisen constant as shown by
g5
VS
m
CV
aK , ~A2!
where a is the bulk expansion coefficient, K is the shear
modulus and Cv is the heat capacity. In the case of silicon,
however, the value of the right-hand side of Eq. ~A1! be-
comes negative because of VL
m,VS
m
. In the present study,
Eq. ~A1! is modified by the ratio of the interatomic distance
(dL /dS) instead of (VLm/VSm) as follows:
SL
vib53 gkBF3 lnS dLdS D G . ~A3!
Using this formulation and the values used in the calculation
listed in Table III, we obtain SL
vib50.218kB , which is close
to the quantity of typical metallic elements.5
TABLE III. The values used in the vibrational entropy of silicon. ~From
Ref. 16, except where otherwise noted.!
Bulk expansion coefficient a(1/K) 2.2831025
Shear modulus K(GPa) 39.8
Heat capacity ~at melting point! CV(J/mol K) 28.0
Nearest neighbor distance ~liquid!a dL(Å) 2.50
Nearest neighbor distance ~solid! dS(Å) 2.35
aReference 20. AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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